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Abstract 
Business globalization, political and economical evolutions have led to the need for regional and international harmonization of 
accounting and financial reporting. In this context, IAS/IFRS have become the benchmark for many countries, except the US. 
But the official version of IAS/IFRS is published in English and originates in Anglo-Saxon cultures. The application of these 
standards in non-English speaking countries raises the difficult issue of their translation. The first translation of IAS in Romanian 
was issued in 2000. In this paper I analyze the 2008 consolidated version of IAS/IFRS as published on the EU site. I found that 
the translation of some words, formulas, sentences could be improved. For a list of 16 items, I propose different Romanian 
version. These proposals are based on my knowledge of Romanian language and of the Romanian accounting but also on the use 
as intermediate of French version of IAS / IFRS. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Alexandru Ioan Cuza 
University of Iasi. 
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1. Introduction 
The Romanian accounting (re)orientation towards the international standards (IAS/IFRS) in the late 1990’s, as a 
result of more internal factors, but also due to more external ones, has made important efforts to be needed for to 
adapt to regulations from a very different cultural/economic/financial/social and business environment. One of the 
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issues was that the Anglo-Saxon environment that lead to the emergence of IAS/IFRS that are oriented towards 
financial markets and originated from a specific philosophy were different both from the realities in Romania and 
from the economic and cultural in many continental European countries. This situation has created difficulties for the 
accounting profession in Romania (practitioners, trainers, auditors, financial directors) in understanding and 
accurately applying the international standards. If it has seemed that the new paradigm could have been understood 
quite easy in the beginning, like in the case of the accounting rules originated from the French accounting in the 
beginning of the 1990’s, it seems that it would be more difficult to apply it and that the time needed for the 
assimilation of the IAS/IFRS would be longer and would require not only teaching efforts for the specific 
techniques, but also the introduction and learning of Anglo-Saxon cultural elements. Roberts (2000) even claims that 
the Romanian accounting regulation that firstly introduced the IAS (OMPF 403/1999 replaced by OMPF 94/2001) is 
a difficult compromise between the Anglo-Saxon and the continental accounting models and it emphasizes a real 
cultural intrusion with the Romanian accounting system. The implementation of IAS/IFRS in Romania has also 
generated difficulties as a result of different objectives of some of the stakeholders (tax authorities, investors, 
accountants), that lead to a situation characterized by a partial compliance with international standards (Filip and 
Raffournier, 2010). In this context, we must emphasizes the role of the language used for financial reporting and for 
accounting and we start from the assumption that Evans proposed (2004): the language that we currently use is 
related to our own culture at that it can affect our perceptions and the manner of thinking and acting. Generally, 
accounting reforms in the ex-communist countries have followed common general directions, but they have also had 
numerous particularities determined by local cultures and specific economic, financial and social conditions. 
An important argument in support of IAS/IFRS comes from the big 4 companies, which are originated in the 
Anglo-Saxon accounting and which have seen in the implementation of IFRS an excellent opportunity to develop 
their businesses in the continental European countries. In fact, we can asses that, amongst the most important 
beneficiaries of the generalization of IFRS in Europe and in the world, we can include accounting, consulting 
services providers and audit companies originating from or with significant experience in Anglo-Saxon countries. 
Ionaúcu et al. (2007) assume that international audit companies that have audited the financial statements in 
compliance with IAS published by Romanian companies in the early 2000’s have also been involved in ensuring the 
compliance with the new accounting rules. This situation is ascribed by Ionaúcu et al. (2007) to the lack of qualified 
personnel and to the delays in the publication of IAS and application guides Romanian translations. 
The political decision within the European Union in terms of the IFRS implementation for the financial 
consolidated statements of listed companies was made in 2000, and the corresponding regulation was published in 
2002 (Regulation 1606). Their consequence was the emergence of the mandatory application (with some exceptions) 
of IFRS starting with the exercises that began after January 1st 2005. One can see that European companies and 
national authorities were given important periods of time to prepare the first implementation of IFRS. Amongst the 
activities needed for the proper implementation of IFRS, their translation into the languages of the countries required 
to implement them was a difficult stage. The responsible organism for the funding of IAS/IFRS production was 
already using a policy of authorized translations of the rules into other languages than English. The European 
Commission has doubled this activity through own translation efforts, materialized in IFRS versions for each 
language of the European Union. In order to gain formal power within the EU, these versions have been published in 
the Official Journal of the Union. Though, these versions do not include the whole text published by IASB, but only 
the proper content of the rules – many annexes, conclusion bases, a part of the examples, the general conceptual 
framework for the financial reporting are left aside. Thus, we can have two translations of the same text: a translation 
from the European Commission and another direct one from the IFRS Foundation, whose editor (in the case of 
Romania) is the accounting profession organization (CECCAR). 
The objective of this paper is to emphasize several IFRS translation difficulties that might materialize in 
difficulties in the IFRS application, with influence on the comparability of the information published by listed or 
unlisted companies using IFRS. I also propose myself to find a better Romanian meaning for the words, formulas, 
sentences, phrases whose translation I think that could be different. 
We can suppose that more of the difficulties regarding the IFRS Romanian translation are overcome by eligible 
companies through the direct use of the English version, as individuals responsible for the IFRS implementation 
have strong knowledge of English accounting vocabulary. 
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The translation of the accounting text from a language to another has been a concern for some authors long before 
the issue of different language versions of IFRS emerged. Starting with the Italian of Luca Paciolo (1494) – 
translated into all the important language of that time for several hundred years – up to English, that became lingua 
franca for business and financial reporting nowadays, important efforts have been made and procedures have been 
developed in order to get accurate translations of accounting texts. Belkaoui (1984) observes that accountants’ 
membership to different linguistic groups makes them use different linguistic codes, a phenomenon that may lead to 
the assignment of different meaning to accounting concepts and rules. It is possible that sometimes there will be no 
accurate meanings of the desired concept in the destination language. 
Along with the general implementation of IFRS in Europe but also in many other states, it was thought that there 
will be a perfect comparability of the financial statements originating from various states, while applying the same 
accounting and financial reporting rules. In a fast manner though, reactions of more skeptical authors, later 
confirmed by empirical studies have shown that the much desired comparability has been materialized in a lower 
measure than expected. A prolific author in the field of accounting systems classification-Christopher Nobes- asked 
himself in 2006, kind of worried about the future of his favorite research subject, to what extent would the difference 
between the UE countries accounting systems survive after 2005. The answer he proposes is a sharp one – the 
differences remain, despite a common referential. Thus, Nobes (2006) identifies eight sources of such differences, 
including translation (the seven other are: different versions of IFRS, gaps in IFRS, overt options in IFRS, covert 
options, vague criteria and interpretations in IFRS, measurement estimations in IFRS, transitional or first-time issues 
in IFRS, and imperfect enforcement of IFRS). There is a risk that subsequent to the translation, there might be little 
changes or even the risk of losing the initial meaning of some rules. 
2. Methodology 
In order to identify the elements of the IAS/IFRS whose Romanian translation can be made in other manner, we 
have analyzed the text of the rules from IAS 1 to IAS 41 still in force at the time their consolidated versions were 
published on the site of the EU (November 2008). To do that, we went through the Romanian text, withholding 
expressions whose Romanian versions we consider that might get improved. Of course that we couldn’t withhold all 
the phrases, sentence, words – we have made a random selection of the ones that seemed more obvious. We thus 
chose almost 100 elements. We placed the Romanian text on a column in a table and next to it we filled other 
columns with the original version (the English one), as well as the French and sometimes the Italian version. The 
French preference is justified by its accessibility for the author. After presenting the Romanian version as it was 
published, we have tried to come with a new version starting from the original English text and using the French 
version. In most cases, the new proposed version is one that brings us, in our opinion, formal improvements – the old 
version not being a wrong translation, but a more cumbersome formulation for Romanian. But we also found an 
erroneous translation which, applied as such, might lead to wrong financial information. 
 
3. English as a lingua franca of the financial reporting 
English is not only the language of the original and official version of the IFRS but also the language many 
annual reports of listed companies are presented into, companies who originate from countries and territories where 
local languages are different from English (Parker, 2001). Jeanjean et al. (2010) found that by using English in 
financial reporting, companies from non-English speaking countries try to improve their image in investors’ eyes, 
providing unmediated access to financial information. 
Translation difficulties also emerge in this context, with English as destination language. English translations of 
financial reporting made by foreign companies might be harder to read for native English users, due to the 
translation quality or the difficulties of finding accurate equivalents of the concepts to be translated (Jeanjean et al., 
2010). In such a context, the question Parker (2001) addresses is Whose English? An UK English, an US English or 
even international English? 
There are differences between American English and UK English, in the case of some words that refer to the 
same concepts: sales vs. turnover; inventories vs. stocks; debtors vs. account receivables etc. Parker (2001) found 
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that American English is more popular than British English for the accountants in the world. On the another side, the 
concept of Anglo-Saxon itself is not generally accepted. Alexander & Archer (2000) found many differences 
between British and American accounting systems and they conclude that the term Anglo-Saxon accounting is a 
myth and that there are reasons to believe it is neither sustainable nor necessary in the future. 
 
4. About the translation difficulties in international accounting 
Due to cultural differences and to the different evolution of economy, language, it is unlikely that subsequently to 
the translation perfect equivalents between the involved languages to be found (McLeavy, 2008, p.466) – in this 
context, one should realize what is to be won and what is to be lost as a result of the translation. Sunder (2011) 
argues in the same way that it is impossible to find phrases and words that will allow the accurate translation of the 
original English text. Baskerville & Evans (2011) analyze the answers from a survey regarding authors’ and 
translators’ of some IFRS texts form English into other languages. The main 6 conclusions of the two authors are 
(Baskerville & Evans, 2011): 
x  translations are not impossible – but if problems emerge, there is the chance to overcome them;  
x  there is no way to reach accurate equivalence through translations;  
x  problems might arise due to different language structures;  
x  problems encountered and solutions preferred are likely to differ between different language families;  
x the translations made by IASB Foundation may be inconsistent with the ones produced by European Commission 
(hypothesis we can partially confirm in the case of Romanian translations);  
x  there is the risk that the translation might not accurately capture the meaning of the original version.  
It is interesting to see that the English version of IAS 1 uses the fair presentation formula, translated into 
Romanian, in the versions we analyzed in the paper, but also into the subsequent Romanian translations (2011 and 
2013), as prezentare fidelă. In turn, the French version continues with image fidèle, even if the translating formula 
from English is not the same. 
 Table 1. Official translations of the british english true and fair view (source – http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Lex 
UriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31978L0660:EN:NOT, consultată pe 13 iulie 2013.) 
Language The text of the article about true and fair view 
English Art. 2, al. 3: The annual accounts shall give a true and fair view… 
French Les comptes annuels doivent donner une image fidèle ... 
Italian I conti annuali devono dare un quadro fedele... 
German Der Jahresabschluß hat ein den tatsächlichen Verhältnissen entsprechendes Bild... 
Spanish Las cuentas anuales deberán ofrecer una imagen fiel... 
Portuguese As contas anuais devem dar uma imagem fiel... 
Dutch De jaarrekening moet een getrouw beeld... 
Several examples of problematic translations of some IFRS concepts are offered to us by Nobes (2006): the 
Portuguese version does not take into account the word say  in the “only when it has a short maturity, of, say, three 
months…” formula, while the Norwegian version translates receivable by using a word that accurately means 
received. 
 
5. The official procedure of IFRS translation 
The official translations policy admitted by the IFRS Foundation aims at ensuring high quality versions in all 
destination languages. In order to do that, the Foundation settles two stages for translation (IFRS Foundation, 2013): 
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x the translation itself, which requires professional translators and the use of a software (CAT – Computer Assisted 
Translation) in order to ensure the accuracy of various standards translation which have the same elements to be 
translated; and 
x the review of the translation by a financial reporting expert commission which also has a very good knowledge of 
English.  
The IFRS Foundation only supports a single language translation in order to ensure that all users understand the 
rules in the same manner. For the IFRS message to be accurately transmitted to destination language the only 
adjustments allowed by the Foundation are the grammatical and syntactical ones and only if they lead to the 
improvement of the text’s readability. 
 
6. Proposals for a better translation in Romanian of some words, expressions, sentences from IASMain text  
The first Romanian version of the IAS was published in 2000, as a result of the efforts of a group lead by a ICAS 
(Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland) representative. A new version was published in 2002, with 
Romanian versions changing almost yearly, the last printed one, through the care of CECCAR, being the one from 
2013, at the moment of the wording of this text. We have already mentioned that IFRS translations were made 
within the European Commission in all the languages of the Union. In this paper, in order to ensure the consistency 
of the initiative, we will compare translations that have been published during the same year – the only ones 
available are from the EU site containing consolidated text from the end of 2008. 
6.1. Improved versions of some IAS/IFRS expressions 
Expressions and words whose translations seem to worth mentioned are shown in table no.2. From a list of about 
100 terms I have initially selected, I will present only a selection containing the terms that fit in a single page table 
(due to spacing reasons). I have also used elements from Chiper & Istrate (2010). 
I am not starting from the assumption that the translations of the expressions listed in table no. 2 are wrong – the 
idea the Romanian IAS version transmits is easy to notice and I can say it resumes quite accurately the English 
message. My objective is to identify an eventual alternative which would make the Romanian version more readable 
and more accessible to the common accountant. 
I begin my analysis by naming a component of financial statements – in the Romanian accounting standards 
(RAS) it is known as cont de profit Юi pierdere, while the IAS 1 translation it is called situaĠia veniturilor úi a 
cheltuielilor. We considered that the Romanian acknowledged version is worth keeping: further development of 
IFRS resulted in changes to the title of this document: now, in english, the term is statement of profit and loss and 
other comprehensive income, which in Romanian would mean cont de profit úi pierdere úi alte componente ale 
rezultatului global or simply situaĠia rezultatului global. As for the name of the document, we find a small 
difference in IAS 20 compared to IAS 1, where income statement is translated only as situaĠia veniturilor, which 
leaves it without neary half of its features. Meanwhile, but in opposite manner, the IAS 38 formula transferul (…) nu 
se realizează prin intermediul situaĠiei veniturilor úi cheltuielilor might be translated as transferul (…) nu se 
realizează la venituri, as the element that makes the subject of the transfer can only get (if the rule is not respected) 
to the revenues. We return to IAS 1, where, when establishing the element of a profit and loss account, a mandatory 
row is tax expense, which we find as cheltuială cu impozitul – in order to avoid confusions, we should use the 
Romanian cheltuială cu impozitul pe profit expression (similar to the French version). 
Through the Romanian IAS version, an à l`anglaise simplification is introduced in the expression: tranzacĠii 
nemonetare for non-cash transactions. It is not a frequent expression amongst Romanian accountants – in substance, 
all that accounting registers is expressed through money, it is monetary – so that a French originated translation – 
tranzacĠii fără efecte asupra trezoreriei – seems more adequate, even if longer. 
One of the most difficult international standard for a Romanian accounting is IAS 12 – Income taxes – a standard 
with little practical justification whose enforcement required theoretical stunts that make it hard to understand and to 
support, especially when talking to practitioners. The Romanian version comes with a concept – baza fiscală a unui 
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activ sau a unei datorii – accurately defined as “the value given to that asset or debt from the fiscal point of view”. It 
is true that both the English and French versions use a formula that includes the word base. Though, for an easier 
understanding and in order to avoid overlapping with the definitions and concepts used in taxation/public finances, 
we think that the best Romanian version would be valoare fiscală (we note here the Italian version - il valore fiscale 
di un’attività o passività). 
For timing differences, the Romanian translation comes with diferenĠe de plasare în timp, while diferenĠe de 
sincronizare în timp would seem more simple and more accurate. 
Another concept Romanian IFRS translations seem willing to enforce in Romanian is contingent (in formulas 
such chirie contingentă – IAS 17 – or active úi datorii contingente – IAS 37). It is true that, to a large extent, the 
word covers the Romanian meaning from a dictionary, so we can accept it without any problem. Though, Romanian 
accounting has had for a long time the formula that covers that need - eventual: chirie eventuală, drepturi úi 
angajamente eventuale. We have simultaneously avoided the ubiquity of the words assets and liabilities. 
 
Table 2. – English, romanian and french versions of some IFRS words and expressions (source –consolidated version of 
IAS/IFRS published by the European Commission in november 2008) 
Standard Paragraph Original text in English Romanian translation French translation 
1 8 An income statement O situaĠie a veniturilor úi a cheltuielilor Un compte de résultat 
1 81 Cheltuiala cu impozitul Tax expense La charge d'impôt sur le résultat 
7 43 Non-cash transactions TranzacĠii nemonetare Transactions sans effet de trésorerie 
12 5 The tax base of an asset or liability 
Baza fiscală a unui activ sau 
a unei datori 
La base fiscale d'un actif ou d'un 
passif 
12 17 Timing differences DiferenĠe de plasare în timp Différences temporaires 
17 4 Contingent rent Chiria contingentă Le loyer conditionnel 
18 5 Interest — charges for the use of cash 
Dobânzi – taxe pentru 
utilizarea numerarului 
Intérêts — rémunération de 
l'utilisation de trésorerie 
17 4 Contingent rent Chiria contingentă Le loyer conditionnel 
20 14 To recognise (…) grants in the income statement 
Să se recunoască subvenĠiile 
(…) în situaĠia veniturilor 
De comptabiliser les subventions 
(…)dans le compte de résultat 
21 16 Examples include Exemplele includ On peut citer, à titre d'exemple 
27 35 Losses applicable to the minority 
Pierderile aplicabile 
minorităĠii Les pertes revenant aux minoritaires 
37 Titlu Contingent liabilities and contingent assets 
Datorii contingente úi active 
contingente Passifs éventuels et actifs éventuels 
37 10 An onerous contract Un contract oneros Un contrat déficitaire 
38 68 Expenditure (…) shall be recognised as an expense 
Cheltuielile (…) trebuie 
recunoscute drept costuri 
Une dépense (…) doit être 
comptabilisée en charges 
38 87 
The transfer (…) is not 
made through the income 
statement. 
Transferul (…) nu se 
realizează prin intermediul 
situaĠiei veniturilor úi 
cheltuielilor. 
Le transfert (…) ne transite pas via le 
compte de résultat. 
38 112 An intangible asset shall be derecognised 
O imobilizare necorporală 
trebuie derecunoscută 
Une immobilisation incorporelle doit 
être décomptabilisée 
 
In many cases of the Romanian translation, an useless articulation of nouns appears, which can lead to the 
difficult reading and approximate understanding of the text. We have formulas such: exemplele includ (IAS 21, par. 
16), which could suggest that we are talking about all the examples, while in the foreign version, they are: examples 
include and especially, on peut citer, à titre d'exemple, which means it's about only some examples. 
A harmless confusion also appears when translating the concept of interest rate – charges for the use of money, 
of which the word charges  is translated as taxe, which would originally complete the content of this last concept. I 
believe that a better translation would be remunerarea utilizării banilor (French origin) or even costul utilizării 
banilor. 
In the consolidated financial statements, IAS 27 introduces the notion of interese minoritare (minority interests), 
which became, after 2009, interese care nu controlează (non-controlling interests). In the IAS version we analyze 
there is also a simplification as the Romanian text mentions pierderile aplicabile minorităĠii, whereas any ambiguity 
could be avoided by using pierderi aferente intereselor minoritare or pierderile acĠionarilor/asociaĠilor minoritari. 
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IAS 37 comes with the notion of contract oneros as a translation of onerous contract; the translation seems 
accurate, especially due to the fact that Romanian dictionaries suggest this equivalence. Though, the resonance is 
kind of illegal, mandatory. I believe that a French originated translation, as contract deficitar could explain the 
notion better. 
In the financial and management accounting as applied in Romania after 1993, the concepts of cheltuieli (en. - 
expenses) and costuri (en. - costs) have quite accurate meanings. For example, in most case, expenses are 
recognized when they arise – while costs are associated to assets, whose place is on the balance sheet and which are 
later turned into charges. The following phrase appears in IAS 38: cheltuielile (…) trebuie recunoscute drept costuri 
– as the English and French versions suggest, the position of the two words should be change and be costurile (…) 
trebuie recunoscute drept cheltuieli. 
Another word that is added from the Anglo-Saxon accounting to Romanian is derecunoaútere, which means, in 
Romanian little obsolete terms, scoaterea din contabilitate, descărcarea gestiunii or even, decontabilizare (from the 
French décomptabilisation). 
6.2. A significant error in translation 
A particular case is represented by the translation of an IAS 16 paragraph where the English unless (French sauf) 
has been translated into Romanian as numai dacă, which does not accurately correspond to the message the standard 
setter wants to transmit. We are talking about paragraph 24 from the IAS 16 rule that sets a accounting assessment 
rule for items of property, plant and equipment acquired in exchange for a non-monetary asset. I have searched for 
the translation of this paragraph in the previous Romanian versions and up till now I have found the same text, 
which I consider to be wrong. Fortunately, there are different rules for other fixed assets categories and the 
corresponding norms contain the same rule assets acquired in exchange of another asset. Table no. 3 will present a 
comparison of the IAS 16, IAS 38 and IAS 40 wordings. By comparing the three texts that contain the English 
unless and the French sauf, we can see that the translations IAS 38 and IAS 40 suggest are correct – though not 
identical  – and that the whole phrase in the IAS 16 is kind of senseless with the Romanian translation. There does 
not seem to have used the soft proposed by the IFRS Foundation (CAT - Computer Assisted Translation) which 
could provide an identical word or formulas for the translation of a same text... 
 
Table 3. The rule for the measurement of cost in case of exchange of assets, in three different standards (source – consolidated version of 
IAS/IFRS published by the European Commission in november 2008) 
Standard IAS 16 IAS 38 IAS 40 
Paragraph 24 45 27 
Text 
Costul unui astfel de element de 
imobilizări corporale este evaluat 
la valoarea justă numai dacă (a) 
tranzacĠia de schimb nu are 
conĠinut comercial sau (b) nici 
valoarea justă a activului primit, 
nici a celui cedat nu se pot evalua 
în mod fiabil. 
Costul unei astfel de imobilizări 
necorporale este evaluat la 
valoarea justă, cu excepĠia 
cazurilor în care (a) tranzacĠia 
de schimb nu are conĠinut 
comercial sau (b) nu poate fi 
evaluată fiabil nici valoarea 
justă a activului primit, nici cea 
a activului cedat. 
Costul unei astfel de investiĠii 
imobiliare este evaluat la 
valoarea justă, cu excepĠia 
situaĠiei în care (a) tranzacĠia de 
schimb nu are conĠinut comercial 
sau (b) nici valoarea justă a 
activului primit úi nici cea a 
activului cedat nu pot fi evaluate 
credibil. 
 
7. Conclusions 
International accounting normalization has gained a strong momentum along with the acceleration of the 
economic and financial globalization processes. In order not to hinder the free movement of equities and either the 
development of financial markets, one of the prerequisites of a successful globalization seem to be the development 
and operational maintenance of a financial reporting system that ensures the comparability of information published 
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by companies worldwide. The international accounting/financial reporting standards (IAS/IFRS) guarantee that, by 
their acceptance by more and more jurisdictions, they will lead to comparable financial statements. This desiderate 
is cannot be fulfilled only by the rule enforcement in English – even though English became a real lingua franca of 
international business. Political, judicial, administrative, cultural, linguistic reasons enforce the existence of 
IAS/IFRS versions in the languages of the countries that chose the enforcement of international rules. The IAS/IFRS 
translation from English into other languages is not an activity that doesn’t raise issues. First, there is a cultural issue 
– international standards come from a (Anglo-Saxon) space where business evolution, financing models, financial 
reporting system, specific regulation have certain particularities, we don’t absolutely find in other languages. This 
might lead to problems in finding perfect equivalents of concepts in other languages except English. Huerta et al. 
(2013) claims that language could be an additional barrier to the accounting harmonization, as a result of the fact 
that the same concept might be differently translated. A good example of an English expression whose translation is 
rather an adaptation is represented by true and fair view. 
The issue of IFRS translations is approached both by the issuing organization (IFRS Foundation) and the 
European Commission (which imposes IFRS to the listed companies in the Union). Thus, two translated versions of 
the standards may be published in the same language, which does not ease things, as they might lead to 
misunderstandings if the two translations don’t have identical background. 
The first Romanian translation of the IFRS was issued in 2000. In the present paper, I have used the European 
Commission translated version, consolidated in 2008. I have selected several expressions whose Romanian 
translations could be made differently. The list of expressions that I have used for this paper is short (16), but I have 
found at least 100 more formulas in the IFRS whose Romanian translation can be modified. I have also found a 
translation that we can consider as erroneous in the IAS 16. Fortunately, the same rule is presented in two other 
standards and the interested practitioners dealing with this type of transaction don’t have problems with finding the 
right formula. 
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